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Release overview 
The Release Notes v8.4.2 describe new features and enhancements for the mymicros.net version 8.4.2 
components. For a complete list of v8.4.2 features and enhancements, click here. 

mymicros.net 
Features and updates 

iCare 
Features and updates 

myinventory 
Features and updates 

mylabor 
Features and updates 

System requirements 
Operating systems 

Issues 
Resolved issues 
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mymicros.net Features and updates 
mymicros.net reports display sales mix broken down by item 

CR ID #: NA 
TP ID #: 64171 
 
You can now create and generate reports in mymicros.net from the RES Ordering 
module that detail the sales mix of items broken down by specialty, base ingredients, and 
size. 

Java only needed for downloading RTA and mytasks 

CR ID #: NA 
TP ID #: 60164 

Following the removal of Java Applets, you now only need to install Java for 
downloading RTA and mytasks. This enhancement includes the following interface and 
usability changes: 

• Location/Revenue Center/Order Type/Menu Item filter 
 Added the ability to drag and drop. 

• Location/Revenue Center filter 
 Added a search text box in both the source and target screens. 

• Business Date filter 
 Easier switching between the financial and standard calendar. 

• RTA and mytask download portlets 
 Added validation to the RTA download to check for Java. If you do not have 
Java installed, the system shows a No Java Installed message. 

• Alignment 
 Embedded all alignment windows into the graphical user interface. 
 Improved usability for selecting locations and master groups. 
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iCare Features and updates 

This section includes brief summaries of some of the more significant enhancements and 
new features for iCare. 

Added support for myiCard.net on Google Chrome 

CR ID #: 35637 
TP ID #: 76810 

myiCard.net is now supported for Google Chrome. 

Introduced a new E-Mail job for Stored Value Awards 

CR ID #: NA 
TP ID #: 68535 

iCare organizations using the ExactTarget Email Marketing integration can now notify 
their customers using e-mail that they have received a stored value award. A new e-mail 
job, Stored Value Award, has been added to ExactTarget Email Campaigning and sends 
an e-mail in near real time to customers who have recently received a stored value 
award. 
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myinventory Features and updates 

This section includes brief summaries of some of the more significant enhancements and 
new features for myinventory. 

Correction inventories can no longer be unbooked 

CR ID #: NA 
SCR ID #: 29471 

With this release, you are prevented from unbooking correction inventories created from 
the Manage Store module. 

Added additional language to myinventory 

CR ID #: NA 
SCR ID #: 29292 

WEB Korean is now supported within myinventory. 

Added support for myinventory on MC40 CE7/EC7 devices 

CR ID #: NA 
SCR ID #: 29015 

myinventory now supports Motorola MC40 Handheld devices running Windows 
CE7/Embedded Compact 7. 

Configure myinventory to unlock suspended inventories 

CR ID #: 35582 
SCR ID #: 28925 

You can now configure myinventory to automatically unlock suspended inventories if it 
has not been accessed for a certain amount of time. This ensures that the inventory does 
not remain in a locked state if an error occurs while processing the inventory. 
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Reject prices variances in myinventory | B2B Solutions | Price 
Variances 

CR ID #: 35227 
SCR ID #: 28776 

You can now reject price variances when importing an item catalog or an invoice into 
myinventory. 

Improved Inventory Item Activity Report performance 

CR ID #: NA 
SCR ID #: 28773 

Improved the performance of the Inventory Item Activity Report by using enhanced 
indexing. 

Receipt by Purchase Order and Suspended Receipt modules now 
show References of Purchase Orders 

CR ID #: 35183 
SCR ID #: 28743 

Added the PO Reference column to the overview screens of the Receipt by Purchase 
Order and Suspended Receipts modules to show the references entered by you when 
creating Purchase Orders. This helps you to identify and open the correct Purchase 
Order. If a reference is not defined, the Purchase Order number is shown under the PO 
Reference column in its place. If there are multiple orders within a document, it shows all 
references/Purchase Order numbers belonging to those orders. 

Vendor account field can be made mandatory when creating new 
vendors 

CR ID #: NA 
SCR ID #: 28715 

You can make Vendor Account in Master Data | Vendors a mandatory field when creating 
new vendors in myinventory. 
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mylabor Features and updates 

This section includes brief summaries of some of the more significant enhancements and 
new features for mylabor. 

Payroll solution providers can import employee information for a 
specific organizational level 

CR ID #: NA 
TP ID #: 73716 

You can now allow multiple third party payroll solution providers to import employee 
information for a specific organizational level. 

TCA is now supported by RES running on mTablet E series with 
Windows 8.1 

CR ID #: 34721 
TP ID #: 67885 

With this release, the Enterprise Time Clock Application (TCA) is supported by RES v5.0 
and above running on mTablet E series with Windows 8.1. 

Closed Time Card export job now supports mylabor 

CR ID #: NA 
TP ID #: 67356 

This feature adds the ability to configure an automated payroll export for each payroll 
interval. 

BG Code now valid for 90 days 

CR ID #: 35179 
TP ID #: 57314 
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You can now re-use a BG Code for 90 days from the date it was first created. For 
example, if you create a BG Code on 14/07/2014, you can use that BG Code until on or 
before 12/10/2014. 

Maintain staffing requirements by day of the week 

CR ID #: NA 
TP ID #: 36378 

You can now create staffing requirements for the days of the week that allow you to: 

• Maintain separate requirements for weekdays and weekends for the same job
and part of the day.

• Add additional resources for those requirements.
• Generate staffing requirements based on the day of the week.
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Operating Systems 
Supported Client Applications and Operating Systems 

Desktop PC 
Microsoft Windows Vista, Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows 8, 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8, Microsoft Internet Explorer 9, Microsoft Internet 
Explorer 10*, Microsoft Internet Explorer 11*Microsoft Windows 8.1 
Mozilla Firefox (for Microsoft Windows OS) 
Adobe Acrobat Reader 
Microsoft Excel 2007 or newer 

* Compatibility view may be required for Interactive Reports, Dashboards, and Ad Hoc.

Mobile Devices 
mymicros.net Mobile: Apple iOS or Android 
inMotion: Apple iOS v6.0 or higher or Android v4.x or higher 

Mobile Devices: myinventory 
MC40 
MC55 
MC55a 
MC7 
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Issues 
 
The following list summarizes some of the corrective actions for previously detected 
issues 
 
Product CR ID 

# 
TP ID 

# 
Description 

mymicros.net   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

35878 79759 You can now manually align and unalign tax 
definitions without an error message. 

35682 74206 When using Firefox to select a location in 
Import/Export Maintenance portlet the message 
Do not specify a location now appears in the 
drop-down menu. 

35635 72912 Check Detail reports now show reason codes for 
item returns. 

35315 63188 myinventory Purchase Order Details are now 
sent to the mymicros.net database. 

35137 55632 Android devices now support using the full 
organization name to sign into inMotion. 

35135 55606 When using inMotion employee total hours for 
the week are now accurately calculated when 
the employee clocks out for breaks and lunch. 

34721 40854 Portal language settings now take precedence 
over the browser language settings. Previously, 
certain parts of the portal rendered in the 
browser specified language. 

NA 36180 Automatic Organization Sync has been fixed to 
function as expected. Previously, if you had 
myinventory enabled for all locations and a 
location without myinventory enabled posted 
the daily totals first, Automatic Organization 
Sync did not run. 

NA 33772  Some reports, which did not render in PDF 
format, are now rendering without an error. 

iCare     
  
  
  

35350 64031 Eligibility Rules has been fixed and now you 
only receive the Signup Anniversary Award on 
the following year’s signup anniversary date. 
Previously, you received the award immediately 
on the first transaction. 

35001 48508  Internet Explorer 8 no longer becomes 
unresponsive when the POS Request Code has 
records greater or equal to 255. 

35315 38160 Points issued to multiple checks using the same 
iCare account can now be reversed within the 
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same business day. The points must be voided 
in reverse chronological order. 

myinventory    
 35448 68011 The Cost Analysis Report no longer shows 

multiple lines for each cost center. Additionally, 
currency symbols have been removed from its 
header. 

35966 29515 The Inventory Daily Variance Report now 
renders properly and loads without timing out. 

NA 29496 Order Calculation Lookup now accurately 
calculates the average of the Factor/1000 for each 
day and now also takes the Forecasted Sales of 
the current day into account for the calculation. 

NA 29484 MIA2 Scheduler no longer creates a Period 
Close Inventory if a booked Period Close 
Inventory already exists for a cost center for that 
date. 

35912 29432 The Calculate Average Usage job no longer 
returns an error when performing a calculation 
using large decimals. 

35891 29390 Invoices are no longer duplicated when a user 
manually imports an invoice while a B2B Import 
Invoices/Credit Notes job is scheduled. 

35869  29359 Each recipe is now printed on a new page when 
option Print without Page Breaks is cleared. 

35792 29300 You can now use the Firefox browser scroll bar, 
the scroll arrows, or the mouse wheel to scroll 
through items in the Manage Store and Stock on 
Hand modules. 

35337 28947 Replace Existing no longer removes all items 
from the Production – List Management module 
and now replaces the originally saved 
document. 

35336 28946 When you have insufficient rights undelivered 
items are not removed from receipts 

35332, 
35334, 
35321  

28945, 
28944, 
28927 

If you do not have the Book Receipts right you 
can no longer modify receipts. 

35316 28838 Theoretical Quantity now updates after 
unbooking a count. After unbooking the 
inventory the difference is updated correctly. 

35268 28784 The Vendor Purchase Item module no longer 
returns an error message when saving an item 
without filtering or refreshing the page. 

35262 28773 The Open Purchase Orders module now shows 
all purchase orders, including those with items 
without price quotes. 
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35230 28718  The phone number field is no longer impacted 
when a user sync is performed between 
mymicros and myinventory.  Because 
mymicros.net does not contain a phone number 
field, previous syncs caused the phone number 
field to turn blank.  

NA 28718 B2B Solutions processes invoices without errors 
when accessed from myinventory and can apply 
rounding 

NA 28717 The performance of the Inventory Item Activity 
Report has been increased by using enhanced 
indexing. 

35024 28548 You no longer receive an error when adding 
items from large item groups to receipts. 
Previously, if the option Purchase/Receive all 
Items was enabled, the application became 
unresponsive and returned an error when 
adding items. 

mylabor     
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

NA 84453 The employee SSN is now available in the HR 
Employee API response. 

35806 77967 Premium Pay now calculates when the Labor 
Week Start Day is set to Monday and the 
employee time punch is between 12 a.m. and the 
configured Start Labor Hour. 

35744 75750 You can now save employee time card punches 
after modifying Child Labor Laws without an 
error. 

35685 74262 You can now run the Labor Dashboard without 
an error. Previously, the part of the Labor 
Dashboard that shows Employees Approaching 
Overtime failed to load if an employee had zero 
hours and zero pay. 

NA 44084 You can now save changes to a forecast in 
Advanced View without adding values to 
Forecast Edit Restrictions. Previously, changes 
made in Advanced View reverted back to their 
original values if Forecast Edit Restrictions were 
not defined. 

NA 44001 Schedule Profile Color Code Themes tab no 
longer duplicates job codes. Previously, when a 
new Job Definition was added and the Schedule 
Profile was saved without making any changes, 
the Color Codes Themes tab duplicated the job 
code that was created earlier. 

NA 43034 The Basic Schedule Editor now only shows the 
Overlapping Shifts error message when there is 
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a conflict between the assigned shifts. 
NA 42709 The Scheduling Profile > Job Code drop-down 

menu now retains the saved information. 
Previously, when attempting to edit a Schedule 
Place Holder, the Job Code field did not show 
the value that was assigned earlier. 

NA 42252 The Basic Scheduler staff graph now renders on 
small screens properly. Previously, the staff 
graph could not be viewed completely on small 
screens as expanding and collapsing it caused 
the horizontal scroll bar to disappear or not 
work. 

NA 38822 Employee Change Tracking has been fixed and 
now reports changes made to the Not a Veteran 
option. 

NA 38817  You no longer see an erroneous message when 
saving a schedule. Previously, when you tried to 
save a schedule, you saw an error message 
stating that the location was not configured to 
use Enterprise Labor. (Formerly SCR 12900) 

12900 34845 The Job Rate > Field Name drop-down menu 
now includes Annual Salary. Previously, No 
Text Available appeared in its stead. 
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v8.4.2 Release Notes Features and Enhancements 

The following is a list of all features and enhancements in this release. 

Product Feature/ Enhancement CR ID #/  
TP ID # 

mymicros.net     

  mymicros.net reports display sales mix broken down by 
item 

NA/ 64171 

  Java only needed for downloading RTA and mytasks NA/ 60164  

iCare     

  Added support for myiCard.net on Google Chrome 35637/ 76810 

  Introduced a new E-Mail job for Stored Value Awards NA/ 68535 

myinventory     

  Correction inventories can no longer be unbooked NA/ 29471 

  Additional language added to myinventory NA/ 29292 

  Added support for Windows Embedded Compact 7 on 
MC40 

NA/ 29015 

  Configure myinventory to unlock suspended inventories 35582/ 28925 

  Reject price variances in myinventory | B2B Solutions | 
Price Variances 

35227/ 28776 

  Increased Inventory Item Activity Report performance NA/ 28773 

  Receipt by Purchase Order and Suspended Receipt 
modules now show References of Purchase Orders 

35183/ 28743 

  Vendor account field can be made mandatory when 
creating new vendors 

NA/ 28715 

mylabor 
  

  Enhanced security attributes in POS configuration now 
sync to RES 

NA/ 78034  

  Create credentials for mylabor Human Resources API 
users 

NA/ 73716 

  TCA now supported by RES running on mTablet E series 
with Windows 8.1 

34721/ 67885 

  Closed Time Card export job now supports mylabor NA/ 67356 

  BG Code now valid for 90 days 35179/ 57314 

  Maintain staffing requirements by day of the week NA/ 36378 
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